Cecilian Days.

READ BY MASTER CHARLES PORTER AT THE ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF THE FESTIVAL OF ST. CECILIA.

Cecilian days! Cecilian days!
How many memories they raise!
Fond recollections of the scenes
And friends of days of yore—
Though many a season intervenes,
And we shall see no more
Those triumphs of an early day,
Those Fathers kind and comrades gay
That dreams to us restore.

Hark! through the woods the echoes ring.
And startled birds are on the wing.
To flee the clamor of the drums
And shrieking fifes that tell
A band of young Cecilians comes;
Behold their banners swell
And glitter, to the breezes spread!
Their uniforms of blue and red
Become the striplings well.

Whose is the well-known form they seek,
While each and all his praises speak?
To greet their Father and their guide
They hasten in their joy;
He welcomes them with worthy pride—
How soon can Time destroy!
Beyond the lake the cedars wave
Above that loving Father's grave.
While dreams our minds employ.

Cecilian days! Cecilian days!
How many pleasant hopes they raise,
When thinking of success achieved
By 'old associates since
They left our halls, and have received
The praises that evince
A merit, whose foundations laid
Amongst us, have the builder made
Beyond his peers a prince.

Some in the busy marts of trade
Have fortunes honorably made;
And some have sought forensic praise
In crowded courts to share;
While others, shunning worldly ways,
The way to Heavn prepare
Both for themselves and comrades dear
Who once associated here
Should still be comrades there.

And some have passed the shrouded shore,
And we shall hear their voice no more
Till St. Cecilia's welcome falls
On our glad ears, while in amaze
We greet her in those heavenly halls;
And on that blessed Vision gaze—
The guerdon of an earthly strife.
Oh! may we seek that after-life
In these Cecilian days!

Classical Studies.

At a time when the study of the old classic languages, and of Greek in particular, is the object of so much discussion and violent attack in newspapers and magazines, it becomes almost the duty of those who see in the study of these languages the real foundation of a polite education, to state the reasons why they are still taught in our colleges and universities, and also why they should continue to be taught and studied.

Why do we study Latin and Greek? The first reason is an historical one. Our higher intellectual training has come from the Greeks, who created it themselves, then communicated it to the Romans, through whom it has been transmitted to us. Had our intellectual education come to us from India, no doubt our young men would now study Sanskrit instead of Latin and Greek. Three countries on the Mediterranean sea have contributed to the civilization of the Western world; Greece, Rome, and Palestine. Greece supplying the mental training and her literature, Rome her legislation, and Judea her religion. We shall not, however, now speak of the influence exercised by Greece on the intellectual training of the rest of Europe, nor even mention the salutary effects which the revival of the classics, and especially of Greek, produced on European literature in the days of Dante, Boccacio and Petrarch, and which they have continued to produce from that time down to our present age of steam and electricity. Both these facts are granted us. The loudest adversaries of a classical training concede them, nor could they deny them without denying the most incontrovertible facts of history, or without denying the existence of those venerable and unique monuments.
in literature of which each one is what the poet claims for his own—

“...Ere perennis, Regaleque situ Pyramidum altius,
Quod non imber edax, non Aquilo impotens.
Potest direure aut innumerabiles
Annorum series et fuga temporum.”

But we will proceed immediately to the common outcry: “What is the use to study Greek? Why do not our boys in colleges study something more useful, such as the French and German languages, domestic economy, tailoring, etc., instead of Latin and Greek, especially the latter, which they will never have an opportunity to speak and which they will perhaps never be able with an ordinary college course to master sufficiently to sit down and read a few pages of it with pleasure or even without a dictionary?”

Before answering this question, we must be allowed to inquire what those opposed to the study of Greek consider as useful. We hope we have not to do with those persons who have never learned to appreciate anything that is not material, and who will invariably ask, “How much money is there in this thing, or how much more money can you make with it than without it?” We take it for granted that they will not tell us that the wealthiest men in the country and the most successful business-men have perhaps never studied a word of Latin, have perhaps never heard of such successful business-men have perhaps never studied a.

Were they to consider only that as useful which is likely to bring them the largest sum of money, and all the other ologies that are studied or not useful, such as the French and German languages, domestic economy, tailoring, etc., instead of Latin and Greek, especially the latter, which they will certainly one of their greatest and most outspoken enemies. “They forgot,” so Rollin justly and very judiciously remarks, “that in profane literature they had found the most powerful weapons wherewith to combat paganism itself.”

But no matter how often these studies have been suspended in the course of time, they were suspended only to be soon afterwards the better appreciated and resumed with greater zeal. Was it reserved to our own Charles Francis Adams, Jr., to find out their worthlessness, and to have them definitely put out of colleges and universities? St. Basil, the learned Bishop of Cesarea, and one of the greatest luminaries of the Church, knew how to keep the golden mean, and how, after the manner of bees, to cull from profane literature the honey of their many excellencies, without either touching their poison or dreading the loss of time in their perusal, either for himself or for the young under his charge. In his admirable “Advice to the Young, with Regard to the Reading of Profane Authors” he states, as a well-established principle, that the salvation of our souls, and always must remain, is the object of all our desires and efforts.

“But,” he continues, “the study of profane authors is a most excellent preparation to the spiritual life, and in after-life becomes to it an ornament and a shelter. And it was for this reason that Moses studied the science of the Egyptians before entering upon his holy mission; that the wise Daniel in Babylon studied the wisdom of the Chaldeans before beginning his divine instructions.”

Now, as St. Basil claims that profane literature, though apparently for the Christian nothing but a loss of time and an obstacle to his sanctity, is the best preparation for any special profession; so we also claim that a classical training is the best preparation for any special profession that a young man may intend to embrace. For what do we understand by a proper, or, if you
wish, *useful* education: Is it not to develop and bring out in proper harmony all the powers of man's nature? since only by the normal development of all the powers of the mind can a young man acquire that mental maturity which gives him the key to all special professions; that dignity which enables him to stand forth as the counselor and the guide of his fellow-men; that firmness of character with which he endures with calm and even mind the changes of fortune which he must be prepared to meet.

The classic languages are especially calculated to give the young such a general education. They have attained their full development, and form now one solid entirety. The Grammar rests, consequently, on principles which can no longer be shaken; whilst in modern languages the forms have not yet attained any precise definiteness, but change with every generation. The modern languages are as yet in the period of their development, and nobody knows whether they have already reached the highest perfection of which they are capable, or whether they are on their decline.

The Greek language possesses in its lexicology a wealth of forms which must be looked for in vain in any modern language. Now, the opponents of the study of Greek say that it is precisely these forms that cause the pupil an unrenumerative and useless labor. But, then, is not that which is most difficult also the best suited to develop the talents of a young man? These very difficulties sharpen his faculties of discernment and strengthen his memory, especially when one single vowel, one single consonant—nay, often an accent—may change the meaning of a word. Whilst in modern languages most of the tenses of the verb are compound, the Greek has simple tenses, and this variety of endings furnishes the young mind with ample matter on which to increase its reflective powers. As the Greek has one mood more than the Latin and the modern languages, and as the various moods may be modified by a particle, the young man is forced to reflect seriously in order to seize exactly the thought of the author, and so he acquires the habit of thinking logically and of giving clearness to his expression. The richness of expressions, the preciseness of forms, the liveliness of the representation, the diversity of constructions, make a deep impression on the mind of the youth eager in the pursuit of knowledge, and call forth his powers of imitation. The young man grows to reason and maturity among the great men of antiquity. By the study of their works he appropriates the habit of bringing order and system into his literary work, and the facility which the Greek gives him is much more aimed at than the knowledge of the language itself.

Translating from the ancient into the modern languages obliges the pupil to compare word with word, and sentence with sentence. He has constantly to draw on his stock of words to find suitable expressions to render the author's thought clearly and faithfully. He finds no roundabout way to escape difficulties; he has to face them and overcome them, and even if he does not find in his youthful mind either the power or the energy to reach the lofty tone of the original, still the very attempt brings a thousandfold fruit in forming his taste and enlivening his imagination. How can a young man acquire a better knowledge and a better command of his own language than by constantly comparing it with Latin and Greek? We ask this question, for we believe, with Goethe, that a man who does not know at least one foreign language will never learn his own.

The reading of ancient writers improves not only the mind, it also exercises a most salutary influence over the heart and soul of the student, and that, too, at a time when he is most susceptible of being impressed by anything that is great, noble and sublime. How numerous are the examples of generosity, devotedness and love of country, firmness of character, disinterestedness, friendship, respect for old age, filial affection and submission to the laws! Youth is easily impressed by the deeds of great men; and in this very admiration lies the germ of the wish to imitate them. The young man feels that, besides this material life, there is something higher, something ideal; that wealth and abundance may gratify the senses, but cannot satisfy the heart; that the consciousness of a good deed gives more joy than any sensual enjoyment; that the acquirements of the mind are unchangeable and imperishable, whereas material ones depend on the whims of fortune. Shall it be of no advantage to the young to read and feel what the greatest minds of antiquity have thought and felt in their most enlightened moments?

The Greek language is not a dead language; it is always young and immortal, and the glory of the brave men who are celebrated in it masterpieces is imperishable, no matter how fast the immortals of our own days may fade and pass away. The Greek language is not a dead language, because it continues to live in the languages of all civilized nations. From it science has drawn most of her terms, and from it science as yet takes the roots for the words whereby to express exactly and definitely the idea of new inventions. The Greek language is not a dead language, it continues to be spoken in Greece proper and on the shores of the eastern seas, and has been constantly gaining in importance since the Eastern Question has engaged the attention of European statesmen.

The Greek language is the language of the Gospel, and in it the religious documents of the first three centuries of the Church have been composed.

Were the present generation to drop Greek from their curriculum of studies, it would soon prove to be much inferior to the preceding ones, and the decline of taste and literature would perhaps be just as great and as marked as was its rise at the time of the revival of the classics in Europe. But were one country alone to make a similar attempt, its sons would, in a short time, take a rank inferior to those of the neighboring States, and the whole country would suffer for the error of some few men.
How is it that the educated of the various parts of the civilized world so easily and so readily understand one another in their mutual intercourse? It is because they have all received the same education,—that is, an education which is based upon the old classics,—and consequently they have all the same ideas about civilization, art, and literature. Remove this general basis, and, sooner or later, there will be a chasm between these single countries, and the inhabitants of these countries will be as distant from and as strange to each other as they are now to the inhabitants of Africa. Our own country, especially, composed as it is of such a variety of elements, would feel the absence of the classics much more keenly than any other country in the world. Were we to form the mind and the heart of our young men by the study of modern writers, all the burning questions which divide the minds and excite the hearts, would find an easy entrance into our schools, and could not but exercise a most fatal influence over the susceptible and tender minds and hearts of the pupils. Would antagonistic parties ever agree in the selection of the authors to be read and studied? In our own country, we can fairly say, they never would, and the old classics are the only studies common to all, and the only studies that give uniformity to our system of education. How happy, joyful and united do our young men pass their college-days, because they receive their education in a literature which is, as it were, a neutral ground for all parties, nations and religions.

And even if a classical education is a luxury that can be indulged in only by a comparatively small number, it nevertheless exercises a considerable influence over the public and material life of the whole nation; because it is to the advantage of all, even of the lowest and most uneducated class, that the State be as rich as possible in knowledge and intelligence, that it command as great resources as possible, and that the men that are to be at the head of public affairs be general in their knowledge and broad in their views. The common welfare of the Republic is certainly also the welfare of the individual members thereof. Nor can the study of Greek be separated from a classical education or declared an elective study. A classical education without Greek would be like a course of mechanics without Geometry. The very fact of its being an elective study would render it unimportant in the eyes of the student, and would endanger its very existence. An elective system in any course is a cancer, gnawing and eating into the very vitals of the institution.

In Greece have sprung up the sources of education and civilization, and in thousandfold streams they have spread over the rest of the world, continuing to give it spread and fertility; and even if men have to show deference to the constantly changing exigencies of time in their exterior institutions, still, the principles of their higher mental life remain always the same, and they cannot change them according to the fickle opinions of the multitude.

As then there is no general education without Greece and Rome, we must respect the principles of a humane education which have proved so useful for so many centuries; we must send forth young men that will be able to pursue any one of the higher studies or professions,—young men that will aim at expressing their thoughts clearly and correctly; young men who will keep holy the principles of morality and honor; young men who will be faithful to their God and to their country; young men who will in their latter days excel in firmness of character, who will show integrity and devotedness in their duties, who will

"In adverse hours an equal mind maintain
Nor let their spirit rise too high,
Though fortune kindly change the scene."

A Post-Graduate.

The Man-Taught Sage.

T. E. Steele, '84.

A book-learned sage—they called him Optimist—Who ever talked a jargon of his own:
That men were brothers, and all men, though base
In outward seeming to the careless gaze,
Did all things for the best; and that their hearts—
Deep-hid, perhaps, beneath a load of care,
And hard to find—once reached, would e'er be found
To be truth-loyal, yearning for the good;
Thus brought his belief, book-born, fancy bred,
To that cruel test we call experiment.

A tramp—
Great, lazy Hercules, with thief-stamped brow—
Came to his house with oft-told, piteous tale
Of starving wife and children, in the East.
To him the sage, conforming life to belief
(A thing most rare in our philosophers),
Spoke kindly thus:

"My brother-man, myself
To-night will be your host. For you and I
Will eat in common, and together sleep;
And I will start thee, all refreshed and glad,
Thy journey's way upon the morrow morn,"
He said. And they that night together supped
(Perhaps they drank to show good fellowship);
Then, tired by long talk, together slept.
But on the morrow, when the host arose,
His guest, his brawny "brother-man," was gone,—
Had risen long before; nor he, nor all
He took—no trifle that—were seen again.

Then that great sage, in anger at himself,
Nor reading clearly what was plain to see,
Became a hater of mankind; and thought
In some great fire—crazed by that wild fear
He had excepted, cursing all mankind;
But it was not he of whom he thus spoke,
For he had seen in fire the threefold light
Of starving wife and children, in the East.

But as it happed, one night,
His sister, dearly-loved, whom in his heart
He had excepted, cursing all mankind;
In some great fire—crazed by that wild fear
Which drives the horse just rescued from the flames
Back to the barn to meet a fiery death;

"In adverse hours an equal mind maintain
Nor let their spirit rise too high,
Though fortune kindly change the scene."

A Post-Graduate.
And choked beside with the all-darkening smoke—
By some brave fellow, at the risk of life,
Was rescued; and all-pale, though breathing still,
Was carried drooping to her brother's arms.
But he who brought her from the fiery death.
Giving his life that others might be saved.
From cold and wounds upon the morrow died.

But it was whispered of the humbled sage,
'That in the mangled corpse of that brave man
He saw the beggar-thief of former years.

Intolerance.*

The subject which I am about to treat this evening is "Intolerance of Catholicity." The reproach frequently brought against the Catholic Church is, that it is intolerant. This accusation, made in olden times, has become more violent since the pretended Reformation. It is in the name of Liberty that the Church has been accused of Intolerance.

In order to answer more plainly and easily this accusation, it is well to make a distinction between doctrinal or religious intolerance, and civil or practical Intolerance. Doctrinal intolerance signifies the obligation of believing in one only true religion. Practical intolerance means an external coercion or violence in religious matters. Now, we hold that the accusation in both cases is unjust. First, in regard to doctrinal intolerance—this is but the logical consequence of the following reasoning:—There is but one God; there must of necessity be one only religion; therefore all men are obliged to admit and follow it. Moreover, since the Catholic Church asserts that she represents this religion, which is the only true one, it follows necessarily that she must declare all others false. Consequently they should not be tolerated as a matter of principle. Indeed, if all religions were tolerated from a doctrinal point of view, it would be the same as preaching religious indifference, or, in other words, it would be maintaining that all religions are equally good. This is absurd and impious. In fact it would be the same as saying that the Catholic, the Mahometan, and the Jewish worshipers are equally good and pleasing to God—although the two latter worshipers blaspheme Him, while the former adores Him. Can anything be more nonsensical or impious? Let us, however, make an impartial restriction, while declaring that all other religions, since they are false, should not be dogmatically tolerated.

The Catholic Church does not say that it is impossible to be saved outside of her bosom. For although many do not in fact belong to what is styled the body of the Church, since they have not been baptized, yet they may pertain to what is called the soul of the Church. For instance, those heretics who are in good faith, or even pagans and infidels who observe the natural law to the best of their ability. The formal teaching of St. Thomas on this point, and approved by the Church, is that if a savage would be faithful to all the dictates of a pure and incorrupt conscience, Almighty God would send down an angel from Heaven to instruct him rather than allow him to be lost. From this we must conclude, first, that the accusation of doctrinal intolerance made against the Church is entirely unfounded, and second that her opponents would do well to follow the footsteps of Henry IV who took the surest way when coming back to the old Mother Church.

A more delicate question now presents itself in regard to civil or practical Intolerance, which, as stated above, consists in restraining legally the liberty of worship. On this point, let us distinguish a double point of view. First, in regard to the question of right, we assert that civil tolerance, far from being good in itself, is contrary to the natural and divine right. Because the truth has a strict right to be protected against error, as well as virtue against vice, order against disorder, etc. Besides, as the Christian revelation is Catholic—that is, universal, it has been made not only for every private individual, but for all nations and political societies as well. Hence it is that, to establish as a principle the separation of Church and State, is contrary to the divine law. For the State is obliged to protect religious interests as the most powerful element of order and morality. Secondly, as a matter-of-fact, we know that everywhere the Catholic religion is surrounded by religions quite different from itself. Since such is the case what is to be done? First of all, violence or material persecution is never allowed against any religion, provided its partizans are inoffensive. If a religion becomes dangerous to the interests of society, it can be repressed like any other crime; and this will not be a persecution but a chastisement. Again, what has been the custom of the Catholic Church? She has always made use of persuasive methods without any material coercion. She never persecuted, but, on the contrary, she has been more or less persecuted in all times. In vain do Her enemies object that some Christian princes, actuated by excessive zeal, employed severe and even barbarous means to convert infidels. This was never approved of by the Church, who, on more than one occasion, protested against the abuses of a blind zeal. In fine, as regards her own children, when they were misled or rebellious, and when she thought proper to chastise them, she always behaved like a tender mother, who, even when punishing her children, endeavors to make them better and preserve them from evil.

In conclusion, although the Church is, and ought to be, absolutely intolerant for evil doctrines and erroneous principles, she nevertheless shows always a wonderful indulgence and mercy for persons and souls. As Almighty God detests and hates sin, and yet never refuses to receive sinners when they sincerely repent, so is the Church intolerant for vices, but full of mercy to those who have become their unhappy slaves.

* Paper read before the Archconfraternity, Sunday, Nov. 18th, by W. H. Bailey, '84.
Books and Periodicals.

MAPLEWOOD; OR, BESSIE, CORA AND OTTO AT HOME. By "Sister Aloysia." Baltimore: John B. Murphy & Co.

The above is a very interesting story for children. The publishers present it in an elegant and attractive form.


The many weighty questions of Currency and Banking which are now agitating the body politic make such a work as this exceedingly valuable at the present time. The author possessed a rare combination of advantages for the performance of his task, having been for five years connected with the Sidney (Australia) mint, and from 1866 until his death last year, Professor of Political Economy in Owens College, Manchester, and in University College, London. The subjects treated in this first part of the work are: barter, exchange, the functions of money, early history of money, qualities of the material of money, the metals, as money, coins, the principles of circulation, systems of metallic money, fractional currency, money standards.

—No intelligent reader can fail to be interested in the contents of the North American Review for December. The question of the telegraph has the place of honor in the number, Gardiner G. Hubbard pointing out the great advantages that would result from the proposed "Government Control of the Telegraph." Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin, of Harvard University, shows the "Evils of the Sub-Treasury System" in its absorbing and withholding from circulation the specie that is constantly needed to insure stability in the world of finance. Henry George writes of "Overproduction," an idea which he declares to be preposterous, unless more wealth is produced than is wanted. Gen. W. B. Franklin sets forth the views of naval and military experts, as to what is absolutely needed, in the way of organization, forts, ships, and war material, to insure the "National Defense." An article on "Railroad and Public Time," by Prof. Leonard Waldo, of Yale College Observatory, explains the system of uniform time standards now being introduced into the railroad service of the United States. Finally, there is a discussion of the question of "Morality without Religion," by F. A. Kidder and Prof. A. A. Hodge, of Princeton College. Published at 30 Lafayette Place, New York, and for sale by booksellers generally.

—We are pleased to see that sterling favorite in light literature, The Catholic Fireside, come to us this month greatly improved in appearance. The Catholic Fireside is a monthly magazine of forty large pages, filled from cover to cover with interesting stories, original and selected, but for the most part original, written specially for the magazine,—choice poetry, and miscellaneous items containing a great deal of information. First-class writers are engaged for the Fireside, and a more attractive publication in light literature it would be hard to find. It is just the thing to while away a spare hour pleasantly and profitably. It leaves the average novel at a discount for attractive reading; and we have here, in each number, for a dime, more and infinitely better reading-matter than can be had in any dime novel. "How they Proved an Alibi," by a well-known author, is an interesting story in three chapters in which two Notre Dame boys take a leading part—one of them is, in fact, the hero of the story. We wish we had space to speak at length of some of the many interesting sketches in this number, of the magazine, but it were better the reader should subscribe and examine it himself. The price of subscription is $1 a year. Address, 5 Barclay St., New York.

—Latin is the title of a magazine published by the Appletons, of New York, and edited by Prof. Edgar S. Shumway, of the State Normal School, Potsdam, N. Y. Its design is to afford entertainment, as well as practical assistance, to all teachers, students and readers of the Latin language in every land." Judging from the number before us, it bids fair to accomplish fully its object. It is now entering upon the second year of its existence, and, we understand, has a large circulation in both continents. The numbers contain: I. A course of object and inductive lessons, for use with beginners in Latin. A series of inductive lessons in preparatory and college Latin. II. Latin dialogues on Roman antiquities, history, geography, etc. III. Selections from—or exercises in Latin important and interesting subjects. VI. An English supplement: Notes and queries on Latin subjects, methods, etc.; condensations and translations of the best articles on Latin in the current foreign philological and pedagogical journals; criticisms of books relating to Latin. We think it a work in every way deserving of the patronage of the lover of the classics. It is published by D. Appleton & Co., New York. Price, $3.00 per annum. Single numbers, 35 cents each.

—The Concordiensis (by the way, Concord, isn't there something out of gear in that title?) presents its greeting and asks, "How do you like our appearance?" First rate, Concord, you present quite a "nobby" appearance; few papers on our table look better. The Law School and Medical classes are well represented in the paper and are evident enjoying strength and vigor. The matter of the paper generally is good, but we especially pleased with its "Bishop" who writes poetry.

—The current number of The Vassar Miscellany opens with an article on "The Belles-Lettres of Positivism" that shows a wide field of reading and no little discernment on the part of the writer. Few who read George Eliot and Matthew Arnold care to trouble themselves about the philosophical
tendencies of their works, and very often fail to see that they are skirmishers of the advanced guard of positivism, of which Herbert Spencer is the chief. But little discernment is required to see this in Arnold's works, but in George Eliot's it is not so clear. For want of space we find ourselves compelled to forego further comment on the article for the present. The other contributions in this number of the Miscellany are in pleasing variety, prose and verse alternating. "Jane Shepherd," with Aunt Polly's eirissian gown and Graduated sugar; "The Widow Marvin," and "Joseph," our gardener with his idiosyncrasies, in the charming De Temporibus, winding up with the metrical story of "The Lost Molar," are all of that sketchy, readable kind that are acceptable even after a hearty mid-day meal, and scarcely need a cipher to give them flavor. The Vassar girls may well congratulate themselves on the successful editing of their piquant little magazine.

"The Notre Dame Scholastic" has aroused a sleeping lion. It has presumed to criticize a recent work of Dr. John Bascom's, and, far worse, to never have heard of the gentleman himself. Hence, a scathing rebuke in the columns of the Badger, and the consequent non-appearance here of the Scholastic.

What The Chronicle means by "the consequent non-appearance here of the Scholastic" we are at a loss to imagine, for we have sent the Scholastic right along, week after week without intermitting a single issue, to both the Chronicle and The Badger. One thing now seems clear, however: the Badger fellows were afraid to let us see what they had written about us, and so stopped their paper with the issue containing the "scathing rebuke." Such conduct is unmanny, to say the least of it; and, perhaps, no better proof of the weakness of the point The Badger seeks to defend, and the groundlessness of any charges it may have trumped up against us, could be desired on our part or asked for by others, than the fact of its seeking to keep the charges from our sight. We do not know Dr. John Bascom. We simply criticized an article over the signature of "John Bascom" in a late number of The Dial, of Chicago, as we would an article from any one else, upon its merits, and recollect having said that if "John Bascom," whoever he was, knew anything of philosophy—the subject of his paper—he had a very poor way of expressing it. If somebody will—kindly send us a copy of The Badger containing the "scathing rebuke" he will confer a favor upon the Scholastic.

The University Monthly, from the University of New Brunswick, and The King's College Record, from King's College University, Windsor, Nova Scotia, give a fair and creditable representation of college life and work in the far Northeast. The Monthly, we believe, we have already noticed. The Record now makes its first appearance this year, handsomely printed, and freighted with excellent matter. R. B. C. gives us a finely-written sketch of the author of "The Faery Queen," with a review of the poem itself—a poem that to-day draws praise from nearly every one, but which was formerly so little appreciated that Macaulay made it his boast that he had drawn it from obscurity and brushed the cobwebs from it. In "English Literature," published without a signature—Cowper and Samuel Taylor Coleridge are paid special attention, but are not dwelt with to any great length. The writer tells us that Coleridge "never did any great work." Not in poetry—at least nothing that could be called great; but only a small portion of Coleridge's time was devoted to the Muse. But when he says that Coleridge's "genius was great, but he lacked industry, and consequently we have little of his work now," the statement is at least a doubtful one. Coleridge was too poor to devote his time to such great works as the writer speaks of; his time was much occupied on the press—the Morning Chronicle, if we mistake not—writing parliamentary reports and such like work, for Coleridge was a reporter for the press, and could devote but little time to literary work that required extra time and thought. He had to earn a living—at least during a part of his literary career. And yet Coleridge is supposed by some good judges to stand at the head of the Lake School of Poets. Prof. Wilson says that "Coleridge is the alchemist that in his crucible melts down hours to moments—and lo! diamonds sprinkled on a plate of gold." "It is easy to talk," says Wilson, "not very difficult to speechify—hard to speak; but to 'discourse' is a gift rarely bestowed by Heaven on mortal man. Coleridge has it, in perfection. While he is discoursing, the world loses all its commonplaces, and you and your wife imagine yourselves Adam and Eve listening to the affable Archangel Raphael in the garden of Eden. You would no more dream of wishing him to be mute for awhile than you would a river that possesses silence with a stilly sound." Whether you understand two consecutive sentences Coleridge was accused of being obscure and turgid we shall not stop too curiously to inquire: but you do something better, you feel the whole just like any other divine music; and 'tis your own fault if you do not "A wiser and a better man arise to-morrow's morn."

Such a testimonial from a critic like Wilson is not to be slighted. But, after all, the writer in the Record is but one of many, and very eminent men, who have taken Coleridge severely to task for his style, and the alleged obscurity of his writings. We are much pleased with the high literary tone aimed at in The King's College Record, and sincerely wish that the Notre Dame Scholastic deserved the praise given it by the able exchange-editor of the Record, as being "one of the best, if not the best, exchange" which he receives from over the border. In any case, such a compliment should be a strong encouragement to our writers, hampered with a variety of college duties and with but little time left for writing, to continue their work and elevate the standard of the paper.
Our Staff.

T. Ewing Steele, '84. W. H. Bailey, '84.
Jno. A. McIntyre, '84. Elmer A. Otis, '84.
James A. Solon, '84. C. A. Tinley, '85.
C. F. Porter, '85.

Very Rev. Father General Sorin celebrates to-day the anniversary of his arrival at Notre Dame forty-one years ago. It is a long time to look back upon, and no doubt many have been the cares and anxieties, since that eventful day, attending upon the completion and perfection of the work which Father Sorin then marked out for himself. But under the protection of the Mother of God, to whom he dedicated his work and the scene of his labors, all his efforts have been crowned with success. To the joy of all, the venerable Founder still bears his advancing years with undiminished vigor, and we all fondly hope that he may live to see many happy recurrences of this auspicious day.

A very pleasing entertainment was given on Wednesday evening by representatives of the St. Cecilia Philomathean and Euglossian Associations. The exercises were held in the Rotunda of the University, and consisted of speeches and declamations interspersed with music, instrumental and vocal. The occasion was the annual celebration of the festival of St. Cecilia, the patron of one of the oldest literary and dramatic associations in the College. A severe rain-storm prevented many invited friends from being present, but the members of the Faculty and the students formed a large and appreciative audience.

The College Orchestra opened the programme with Boieldieu's overture, La Dame Blanche, which was rendered with good effect. This organization—which, by the way, consists of twenty-five pieces—is now in a fair way to prove a complete success. After the overture, Master J. Hagenbarth stepped forward and delivered, with good voice and expressive gesture, Dryden's famous *Ode on St. Cecilia's Day." He was followed by Mr. J. J. Conway in an oration entitled "Chief Justice Taney." Mr. Conway treated, in an able manner, of the life and character of the distinguished jurist who had deserved so well of his country, and yet whose merits were fully recognized but by few. The speech was well delivered, the speaker at times displaying great eloquence. Next on the programme came the song, "Above We Meet Again," which was given by Messrs. W. Murphy, L. Gibert, and W. Ramsey. The rendition of this morceau was excellent, and was received with enthusiastic and well-merited applause. There were loud calls for an encore, but—perhaps owing to the length of the programme—they were not responded to. As a rule, we are opposed to encores, but on this occasion we could have wished to hear the beautiful song repeated. Messrs. Ramsey and Gibert have fine tenor voices, and W. Murphy a good bass. We hope to have the pleasure of hearing them often. Master D. G. Taylor delivered a declaration entitled "The Chieflain's Revenge." This well-known piece is intensely dramatic, but Master Taylor answered its demands, even beyond what was expected of him. Mr. E. A. Otis appeared in a selection entitled "The Painter of Seville"; a piece descriptive of an incident in the life of Sebastian Gomez, the slave of the famous painter Murillo. Its delivery requires great command of voice and gesture to meet the varying phases of expression, and Mr. Elmer Otis was fully equal to the emergency. Mr. Delano C. Saviors delivered the address of Resgulus, the famous Roman General, to the Carthaginians, and never appeared to better advantage. His selection, though the heaviest of the evening, was given with fine effort, and in a manner such as to number him among the best eloquentists in the College.

Messrs. Steis and Kleiber delivered with good voice and action the two selections which followed. A beautiful morceau for 2 violins, viola, 'cello and flute, with piano accompaniment, was presented with great skill and pleasing effect. A "Recitation" was given by Master J. Devine, followed by two humorous selections, by Messrs. A. P. Coll and C. Henderson, whose efforts elicited great applause. Mr. J. Hyde—whose appearance was received with manifest enthusiasm—distinguished himself in a burlesque selection, and was obliged to respond to repeated calls for an encore. The impersonation of the evening, in the humorous line, was that given by Mr. W. Ramsey, who appeared in the character of "Lord Dundreary," with appropriate costume. His representation would do credit to a professional.

The exercises closed with the "Oration of the
Day," which was delivered by Mr. James Solon, '84. His speech was an able and eloquent description of the life and virtues of St. Cecilia, and set forth the influence which the consideration of the character of this Saint must ever exercise upon the thoughtful mind. "Were the tradition untrue," said the speaker, "that St. Cecilia was not herself a skilful musician, yet it will ever remain true that she possessed the three great constituents of the artist—grandeur, purity, love—and therefore is she rightly the patroness of art." He concluded with an exhortation to the St. Cecilians in particular and his fellow-students in general to strive to create and perfect within themselves those three great qualities of the artist, and thus be enabled to fulfill their work in life.

Rev. President Walsh then arose, and in a few remarks expressed his satisfaction at the manner in which everything had been presented, and announced that, owing to the lateness of the hour, many selections on the programme had to be omitted, but an opportunity would be afforded at an early day for their production.

The failure of the electric light at an early part of the proceedings marred what would no doubt have been a very interesting number of the programme, namely, the delivery of the "Address from the St. Cecilia Society." Master Charles F. Porter had begun the reading of the address, but darkness intervening, he was obliged to stop. Apart from this defect, which was soon remedied, everything passed off smoothly. On the whole, the entertainment was very successful, and reflected the greatest credit upon the worthy director of the two Associations, Prof. Joseph A. Lyons. Judging from the exhibition of Wednesday evening, we are led to entertain the highest hopes of the character of the great celebrations of February 22 and March 17.

A Temperizing Policy.

As far as time is concerned, we may, in future, consider ourselves as living in the city of New Orleans. The 90th meridian which passes through the Crescent City is henceforth to give laws unto the Mississippi Valley, more or less—that is, all west of Pittsburg and east of Topeka,—or thereabouts. Everything within this rather indefinite area is to be exactly six hours slow of Greenwich time, and everything between Pittsburg and the Atlantic seaboard is to be exactly five hours slow of the aforesaid standard. Minutes and seconds are to be the same all the world over; so that in happy Pittsburg and some other favored localities you can jump abruptly from twenty minutes and forty-three seconds past eleven to twenty minutes and forty-three seconds past twelve, thereby reducing the dinner hour to an infinitesimal, and doing away with the degrading necessity of supplying a mere animal craving. If this were one of the favored localities, how convenient it would be sometimes to obliterate a class-hour! But, alas! being in longitude 86° 14' 19" 3 we differ only by fifteen (15) minutes two and three-quarters (23 4/9) seconds from the time on the nearest standard meridian, and we shall have to conform to it: that is, all the railroads and factories in the neighborhood will, but the curator of the College clock will probably continue his old tricks with that venerable but unreliable time-piece till time shall be no more.

The ceremony of setting back the time in New York to that of the 75th meridian, which passes between New York and Philadelphia, was performed on the 18th inst., at noon, amid widespread and deeply-felt, but silent, excitement. It was the first set-back New York ever got, and only three minutes and fifty-eight and a half seconds at that.

Railroad men have the credit of this widespread reform, which is to prevent the occurrence of accidents and enable people always to be in time for the trains. When you go East in future you may put your chronometer on exactly an hour as you enter the state of Pennsylvania; and when you go West put it back an hour while crossing the plains. The sun will catch up with the cars just as they roll into Denver on the 105th meridian. But you must lose another hour among the Mormons somewhere to get right on the Pacific seaboard. I suspect Salt Lake City is one of the favored localities where a great deal of time will be lost. San Francisco will be always, as we should expect, a little ahead of time, going by that of the 120th meridian, which divides California from Nevada where the latter State runs farthest West. The names to be given to the different sorts of time are as follows: "Intercolonial" for the time of the 60th meridian—this will be Halifax time, 4 hours slow of Greenwich; "Eastern" for the 75th meridian 5 hours slow—New York time; "Central" time for the 90th meridian 6 hours slow, our own or Chicago time; "Mountain" for the 105th and "Pacific" for the 120th meridians.

A. J. S.

(Communicated.)

In Re—De Omni Re Solubi, etc.

"If there be one fact more mortifying than another to cultured Americans, it is the superficiality of their countrymen." So declares our philosopher in the opening of one of his late productions, on which we would squander a few moments, to encourage, by opposition, the further exertion of his fertile mind in investigating such subjects as "Camp-meetings" and "College poetry."

We cannot but applaud his choice of subjects, and far be it from us to attempt to criticize the able manner in which he sets them forth, though it may have occurred to us that his arguments in certain respects resemble those of the famed Ingersoll. But, should this, by chance, come before the eye of the worthy Robert, we would beg him not to consider it as insinuating any lack of real argument in his discourse, but rather impute the careless expression to our lack of judgment.
The pen is mightier than the sword.

That swallow tail-coat is immense!

Lord Dundreary takes the cake.

The electric light needs reformation.

The Juniors have the finest ball alley.

That is looking rather wild.

Send in your locals.

Lord Dundreary takes the cake.

The Juniors have the finest ball alley.

That is looking rather wild.

Send in your locals.

Lord Dundreary takes the cake.

The Juniors have the finest ball alley.

That is looking rather wild.
—"The "Muggletonians" seem to have died out.
—The Scholastic is issued to-day at 15 o'clock.
—The Utica lunch "set up" the first turkey of the season.
—The grand Parisian Banquet will be spread this p. m. at 4 o'clock.
—Skaters were seen for the first time this season, last Sunday afternoon.
—"Now, isn't Grace just too good for anything to send that box of candy!"
—The plats enclosed by the cement walks in front of the College have been beautifully sodded.
—A feature of the entertainment last Wednesday was the clear, distinct articulation of the speakers.
—The Seniors use the standard time to rise in the morning, and the local time to retire. They're sharp!
—The St. Cecilians' play is the next on the programme. It will probably take place on or about Dec. 14th.
—Our friend John wants to know if they are going to make the sun rise later, according to the standard time.
—Great preparations have been made for the Minim celebration this afternoon. The play begins at 2 sharp. Let the audience be assembled on time.
—The Juniors give a grand bal masque this evening in their reception-rooms. Music by Elbel's Orchestra. Tickets can be procured of C. Porter and T. McGill.
—A brick pavement, 12 feet square, has been placed around the stove in the Juniors' Gymnasium. Pulverized real estate, like the Republican party, has got to go.
—The fellows in one of the upper Senior dormitories inaugurated the "Standard Time" on Wednesday by getting up an hour late. Luckily, the "Standard" let them down in time for breakfast.
—A grand soirée musicale was given in the rooms of the Crescent Club last Saturday evening. The famous Elbel Bros' Orchestra discoursed choice music with their wonted skill and brilliancy.
—Prof. Gregori has painted a beautiful tableau in the vestibule of the Minims' College. The names of the 100 princes are inscribed, and encircle a fine copy by the Professor of Raphael's Madonna and Child.
—Some So Juniors took a very long walk last Sunday afternoon, but managed to reach the College just in time for supper! They report a good crop of nuts this season. According to weather-prophets, this is a sign of a mild winter.
—Rt. Rev. Bishop Dwenger will lecture in the Rotunda, to-morrow evening. The subject is "The Spanish Inquisition." The well-known historical acquirements of the eloquent prelate promise an interesting and instructive evening. We are informed that many from our neighboring city of South Bend will attend.
—The St. Cecilians, with their genial Director, Prof. Lyons, gave their annual "collation" on last Wednesday afternoon. Rev. President Walsh, members of the Faculty, the Class of '84, the representatives of the various societies in the College, and other invited guests attended. Everything was en règle, and a most enjoyable time was had.
—A small cabinet of beautifully-mounted insect preparations has been placed in the Museum. The whole is the work of Signor Leo Gregori—son of the artist—who for a number of years held the position of "Microscopic Designator of Comparative Anatomy, Physiology and Osteology" in the University of Bologna, Italy. He has the thanks of the Curator for his valuable donation.
—An exciting and interesting Moot Court was held before Judge Farrell, on the afternoon of the 22d inst. It was a suit on an indictment for Grand Larceny. State of Indiana, vs., H. M. Lannan and G. E. Jones. Messrs. J. J. Conway and J. D. Wilson were the Prosecuting Attorneys, while Messrs. W. H. Johnston and H. Steis defended the accused. The prosecuting witnesses were "Jas. B. Craig" and "John Smith," represented respectively by Messrs Callaghan and Geiser. "H. M. Lannan" was represented by C. C. Kolars, and "G. E. Jones" by V. Burke. The accused were indicted on suspicion, and after a well-conducted trial, they were acquitted by a jury of Messrs. Callan, Fitzgerald, and Ancheta.
—A Moot Court was held on Nov. 19th, before Judge Hoynes, to try a case of replevin; Brooks, Rivers & Co., being plaintiff, and Dudley, English & Co., defendant. One Harrison having bought goods of defendant on partial credit by misrepresentation of his liability, proving insolvent, had the goods seized by plaintiff, from whom they were recovered by replevin issued by defendant; and suit was also begun against Harrison for recovery of balance due for goods to plaintiff. The attorney for plaintiff was R. V. Callan, and for defence, C. C. Kolars. The case was well argued before a jury consisting of Messrs. Geiser, Callaghan and Wilson, the only testimony introduced being that of Harrison, represented by W. H. Johnston. After a charge by the judge, the jury found for plaintiff.
—The 4th regular meeting of the Orpheonic Association was held Thursday evening, Nov. 12th. The various reports were read and approved. The President in a few words commended the members on the success of their entertainment, at the same time pointing out defects which care and attention would remedy. They were informed that a handsome gold medal had been presented the Society by Mrs. P. L. Garrity, of Chicago; for which they desire to express their sincere thanks. The following were elected to membership: W. Breen, T. Cassilly, M. Fierro, J. Garrity, M. Löscher, T. McGill, W. Mahon, J.
Shea, and J. Uranga. The 8th of December—Feast of the Immaculate Conception—was chosen as the Society festival; the next entertainment will take place on that occasion.

—The Senior Archconfraternity held their regular meeting last Sunday evening, Rev. T. E. Walsh in the chair. Among the visitors present were Rev. Fathers Granger, Fitte, Kirsch, and Stoffel. Master Schott was organist for the evening. Messrs. McIntyre and Bailey read papers, the former on the “Authority of the New Testament,” and the latter on “Intolerance of Catholicity.” Both papers were very creditable productions and were received with merited attention. Father Fitte favored the Society with a ten minutes’ instruction on the Gospel of the day. Messrs. Tinley and Farrell were appointed to prepare papers for the next meeting. It has been said that too much praise cannot be bestowed upon the members of this Society for the earnestness and attention with which they engage in works which may make their meetings interesting.

—Yesterday afternoon the students were treated to a concert by the New York Philharmonic Club composed of the following members: Richard Arnold, Violin; Friedhold Hemmann, Viol; Emil Schenk, Violoncello; Eugene Weiner, Flute; Philip Farber, Violin; August Kalkhof, Double Bass. These gentlemen are all well-known artists, and, needless to say, the audience were well pleased with the morceaux presented. The following is the programme:

**PROGRAMME:**

- Symphonie No. 3 in G Major .......................... Haydn 
  a Adagio—Allegro Assai .......................... Haydn

(Expressly arranged by Haydn for Chamber Music Concerts in London.)

- Violoncello Solo .......................... Schubert
  a Adagio .......................... Schubert
  b Gavotte .......................... Kopf

Phiharmonic Club.

- Suite Algeriennne—Reverie .......................... Saint-Saëns

- Serenata .......................... Moszkowski

- Violin Solo—Fairy Dance” .......................... Bascini

Mr. Richard Arnold.

- a The Poet Speaks .......................... Schumann
  b Frightening .......................... Schumann
  c Menuetto .......................... Schubert

Phiharmonic Club.

- Gavotte .......................... Artiti

Phiharmonic Club.

Two marked features of the concert were the violoncello solo by Mr. Emil Schenk, and the violin solo by Mr. Richard Arnold. Both displayed a perfect command of their respective instruments, and during the rendition of their seclusions held their auditors spell-bound by their power and nicety of expression, and the wonderful facility with which the most difficult passages were executed. The other numbers in the programme were given by the Club with that accuracy and expression only to be expected from true musicians. The Philharmonics deserve crowded houses wherever they appear.

---

_The grand celebration in honor of the anniversary of Father General's arrival at Notre Dame, and in commemoration of the 100 Minims now in attendance, will commence this p. m., at two sharp. The following is the_ **PROGRAMME:**

**PART FIRST:**

- Overture—"La Gazza Ladra" ..................... Rossini

String Quartette.

- Address, \{ J. M. Studebaker \{ B. B. Lindsey \{ W. Wright

- "Lo! We Hail Our Father Dear!" .................. J. Wiegand

Chorus by the Minims' Orpheonics.

- Prologue .......................... R. V. Papin

**PART SECOND:**

**THE NEW ARTS.”**

A DRAMA IN THREE ACTS.

(Written by Very Rev. Edward Sorini, Superior-General of the Congregation of the Holy Cross.)

**Drurumatis Personae:**

Master William (a smart and lively youth) .......................... Ryan Devereux

Master John Smyth (a Student of the Graduating Class) .......................... B. B. Lindsey

Mr. Wright (Prof. of Philosophy, an accomplished scholar, and a gentleman) .......................... R. A. Morrison

Mr. Fairbanks (a rich banker of the East) .......................... M. O'Kane

Capt. Jones (a friend of Prof. Wright's) .......................... C. West

Master Richard (a boy full of fun) .......................... F. J. Otis

Julius (an exceptionally polite boy) .......................... R. Papin

Edward, .......................... J. Devereux

Charles, .......................... W. McPhee

Pierre, ..........................

Otto, ..........................

Louis, ..........................

Joseph, ..........................

Sam, ..........................

Colored Servants, .......................... W. Welch

Joe, ..........................

J. Kraus


Song—"Gently, Lord! oh, Lead our Minims!” .......................... H. Danhs

Solo, Duet, and Three-Part Chorus by the Minims:


Song—"Welcome to our Beloved Parents!” .......................... J. Wiegand

Chorus by the Minims' Orpheonics.

**TABLEAUX:**

VISION OF ST. JOHN DE MATHA.

ST. LOUIS RECEIVING THE CROWD OF THorns FROM THE EMPEROR BALDWIN.

Closing Remarks .................................. String Quartette

- Roll of Honor ................................

[The following list includes the names of those students whose conduct during the past week has given entire satisfaction to the Faculty.]
Saint Mary's Academy.

One Mile West of Notre Dame University.

—On Saturday afternoon, at half-past five, a most-delightful orchestra concert was given in the study-hall by the accomplished musicians of South Bend, the Elbel brothers. The young ladies beg leave to tender their most respectful and grateful acknowledgments to their generous friend who provided the concert, and thereby afforded them the unexpected but most welcome treat.

—On Sunday, at the regular Academic reunion—presided over by Very Rev. Father General—St. Mary's Chimes Vol. IX. No. 1, was read. Editors—the Misses Martha Munger, Lora Williams, Nettie Danforth, Hattie Hunt and Caroline Udall. The Rev. Chaplain, who was present on the occasion, commended the paper, pronouncing the grave articles as worthy of publication, and passed a very flattering compliment upon the wit that interspersed the pages of the Chimes.

From a beautiful letter received by his daughter from J. H. Reilly, esq., of Savannah, Ga., we are permitted to extract the following. Speaking of the invitation soliciting his presence on the occasion of Verv Rev. Father General at Notre Dame, he says:

"...I can imagine how delighted the good Father is—and he has a right to be proud of his glorious work. It is the lot of few to achieve so much, and to be spared forty-one long years. Our dear Lord and His holy Mother have blessed his work, and, I trust, will spare him to accomplish much more..."

A letter to be read at the dinner was also enclosed:

Elegant Manners.

Webster, the sine qua non of the composition pupil, in giving the synonyms of elegance, cites grace, and says: "Grace, as the term is here used, refers to bodily movements, and is a lower order of beauty. It may be a natural gift: thus, the manners of a peasant girl may be graceful."

The first lady of the White House, forty years ago—if history informs us correctly, and history is responsible, and not ourselves if we were wrong—was very graceful; so much so, that she employed her childlike charms—in a manner to deeply charm her wise and gracious consort, the chief magistrate of a “free and enlightened people”—made so by the death of the President. But had she elegance of manners? No: one of elegant manners never turns another into ridicule, and she did so by her affected mimicry of the ambassador. Nobody could blame her. She was not educated up to the standard of elegant manners. No doubt she had a kind heart, but she was thoughtless and did not nicely discriminate.
So of many of our modern young candidates for society. They forget that delicacy of feeling which prompts one to observe the "golden rule." They mean no harm, and nevertheless do much.

Now, elegant manners may be defined as the legitimate results of a close and careful study of the "golden rule," and the unfailing observance of that rule. Graceful deportment may be the gilded tinsel which covers an empty heart, while the other must be the pure gold which crowns the brow of nature's nobleman or noble woman. The first may be despised—not necessarily, however, for it is a grand accessory to virtue, since it renders it attractive—but the last must be cherished as an invaluurable treasure, for it is the stamp which marks the soul made to the image of its Creator.

Elegance of manners—to make free use of our sine qua non—arise from the complete absence of that which deforms, or impresses unpleasantly; furthermore, it is grace given by art or practice. It is that which pleases by its nicety, symmetry, purity or beauty, and, we will add, its perfect propriety.

We look at a damask rose; we are sure that it is fragrant before we come near enough to inhale its perfume. We would be shocked upon approaching it, to find that its pure petals exhale the narcotic breath of the deadly Night Shade. Now, elegance of manners is to the Christian soul what the perfume is to the flower—the natural outflow of its interior purity.

What exterior quality could be more desirable? The tell-tale of selfishness is rudeness of manner. This may be set down as a fixed rule. Consideration for others is evinced by a pleasing, graceful, and cordial bearing in their presence; studied, it may be, but it is sincere, withal, and conduces to the virtue no less than to the happiness of those with whom we are thrown in contact.

Self-sacrifice and punctiliously polite deportment are almost synonymous terms; for one who is strictly thoughtful of others must be forgetful of himself. Elegance of manner and a glowing brow have parted company forever. We do not commend the weak morals of Charles II of England, but we must admire his delicate regard for those who had stood for days around his death-bed awaiting the last breath when he begged their "pardon for being such an unconscious long time dying."

But of our own times and of our own land let us recall a memory dear to every American heart—one upon which the seal of heroism has been set. Forgetful of self, regardless that the death wound had already pierced his noble heart, the grandeur of the principle in question—and which in this case constituted the perfection of patriotism, found expression in the memorable words addressed by the late Col. Mulligan to his companions on the battlefield: Lay me down, and save the flag!

There is something in bravery that commands the respect of all; but what requires more bravery than to be always on the alert to do the very best thing under the circumstances? This is what elegance of manners require. If one would stand, let her stand well—according to the laws approved by physiology and calisthenics; then she will offend no one by her disrespectful, lounging attitude. The same of sitting, walking, and all that appertains to the common movements we must make in the presence of others. Trifles make up the sum of human life, and if trifles are well performed, the sum total of our existence will be worthy of the Divine Source from whence our immortal being has sprung.

Roll of Honor.

**SENIOR DEPARTMENT.**


**MINOR DEPARTMENT.**

**1ST TABLET—Misses Chapin, Ducey, English, L. Johns, V. Johns, Lindsay, Murray, G. Papin, Paul, M. Reynolds, A. Schmauss, F. Steele, Van Fleet.**

* No report handed in from the Junior department.

**CLASS HONORS.**

**HONORABLY MENTIONED.**

**1ST SENIOR CLASS—Misses Call, Gove, Dunn, Papin, Dufield, Ginz, Mohl, Keenan, Ramsey, Reilly, Campbell, Ashton, Holt.**

**2nd SR. CLASS—Misses Heckard, Munger, Danford, M. Ducey, S. St. Clair, Carney, Hunt, Williams, Black, Bruhn, L. English, Udall.**

**3rd SR. CLASS—Misses O'Connell, Horn, Wilson, Sheridan, Dillon, Kearney, Hale, Sheekey, Adderly, Sheekey, A. Murphy, Morrison, Quill, C. Ducey, Legnard, Hart, A. Dufield.**


**2nd PREP. CLASS—Misses Naylor, Roddin, S. Jackson, Leishigh, Chaves, Turpie, Campeau, C. Lord, McCarthy, King, Barth, Otis, Steele, A. English, Fogerty, Brown, Cummings, Eldred, Stumer, Burgher, Murphy, Dowling, Russell, Hetz.**

**JUNIOR PREP. CLASS—Misses Barry, Papin, Schmauss, English, L. Ducey, L. Johns.**

**1ST JR. CLASS—Misses McEwen, Scott, Lindsey, Paul.**

**FRENCH.**

**2D CLASS—Misses Call, Bruhn, Sheekey, Castanedo.**

**3D CLASS—Misses O'Connell, Dunn, Mohl, Rosing, Adderly, Malbeuf, Morrison, English.**

**5TH CLASS—Misses Dufield, B. Gove, Holt, Ashton, Keenan, Spotwood, Van Horn, M. Papin, Steele.**


**GERMAN.**

**1ST CLASS—Misses C. Ginz, E. Mohl.**

**2D DIV.—Misses Horan, Keenan, Allen, Febr.**

**3D DIV.—Misses Sheppard, Sheridan, Heckard, Black, Munger, Mooney, Danforth, Williams, Stuckerl, Haney.**

**4TH CLASS—Misses Kearney, Lintner, Wilson, Priestman, Wolvin, Reynolds, Ryan, Wecker.**
THE CENTURY PROGRAMME for 1883-'84.

The programme for the fourteenth year of this magazine, and the third under the new name, is, if anything, more interesting and popular than ever. With every season, The Century shows a decided gain in circulation. The new volume begins with November, and, when possible, subscriptions should begin with that issue. The following are some of the features of the coming year:

A NEW NOVEL BY GEORGE W. CABLE, author of "Old Creole Days," etc., entitled "Dr. Sevier," a story of New Orleans life, the time being the eve of the late Civil War.

"Life in the Thirteen Colonies," by EDWARD EGGLESTON, separate illustrated papers on subjects connected with the early history of this country.

THREE STORIES BY HENRY JAMES, of varying lengths, to appear through the year.

THE NEW ASTRONOMY, untechnical articles, by PROF. S. P. Langley, describing the most interesting of recent discoveries in the sun and stars.

A NOVELLETTE BY H. H. BOYESEN, author of "Gunnar," etc., a vivid and sparkling story.

THE NEW ERA IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE, a series of papers descriptive of the best work of American architects in Public Buildings, City and Country Houses, etc. To be profusely illustrated.


THE BREAD-WINNERS, one of the most remarkable novels of the day, to be completed in January.


COASTING ABOUT THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE, a series of entertaining articles profitably illustrated.

SCENES FROM THE NOVELISTS, HAWTHORNE.

GEORGE ELIOT and CABLE, with authentic drawings.

ON THE TRACK OF ULYSSES, the record of a yacht-cruise in the Mediterranean, identifying the route of Ulysses on his return from the Trojan war.

"CARFIELD IN ENGLAND," extracts from his private journal kept during a trip to Europe in 1867.

"THE SILVERADO SQUATTERS," by ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, author of "New Arabian Nights."

There will be papers on outdoor England by JOHN BURROUGHS and others, beautifully illustrated series on Dante, a number of papers by the eminent French novelist ALPHONSE DAUDET, articles on art and archaeology by CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER and others, illustrated papers on sport and adventure, short stories by the leading writers, essays on timely subjects, etc., etc.

Subscription price, $4.00 a year; single numbers sold everywhere, at 50 cents each. All dealers receive subscriptions, or remittance may be made direct to the publishers, by postal or express order, bank check, or draft.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

To enable new subscribers to begin with the first volume under The Century name, we make the following special offers:

New subscribers beginning with November, 1883, may obtain the magazine for one year from date, and the twenty-four preceding numbers, bound, for $8.00. Regular price for the three years, $12.00.

Or, if preferred, a subscription and the twenty-four numbers bound in four elegant volumes will be furnished for $10. Regular price, $18.

THE CENTURY CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Richmond Straight Cut No. 1 CIGARETTES are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored and highest cost Gold Leaf grown in Virginia. This is the OLD AND ORIGINAL RAND STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTE, and was brought out by us in 1875.

Richmond Curly Cut TOBACCO. The brightest and most delicate flavored Gold Leaf grown. This tobacco is delightfully mild and fragrant. Absolutely without adulteration or drugs, and can be inhaled with entire comfort, without irritating the lungs, throat, or mouth.

Allen & Ginter, Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Also Manufacturers of OPERA PUFFS, LITTLE BEAUTIES, RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT, TURKISH & PERIQUE MIXTURES, and OLD HIG LONG CUT TOBACCO.
NEVIUS & CONKLIN,
ESTABLISHED AND RELIABLE
DENTISTS,
Cor. Michigan & Washington Sts.,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA;
employ the latest methods in treating Natural Teeth and
Roots. Superior work and reasonable prices. An effective
tooth powder prepared by ourselves, and guaranteed to con­
tain nothing injurious to the teeth, is constantly kept in
stock. Will visit Notre Dame each Thursday during the
School Year.
G. F. NEVIUS.  F. G. CONKLIN, D. D. S.

THE SUN.
NEW YORK, 1884.

About sixty million copies of The Sun have gone out of
our establishment during the past twelve months.

If you were to paste end to end all the columns of all
The SunS printed and sold last year you would get a con­tinuous
strip of interesting information, common sense wis­
dom, sound doctrine, and same wit long enough to reach from
Printing House square to the top of Mount Copernicus in
the moon, then back to Printing House square, and then
two-thirds of the way back to the moon again.

But The Sun is written for the inhabitants of the earth;
this same strip of intelligence would girdle the globe
twenty-seven or twenty-eight times.

If every buyer of a copy of The Sun during the past
year has spent only one hour over it, and if his wife or his
father has spent another hour, this newspaper in
1883 has afforded the human race thirteen thousand years
of steady reading, night and day.

It is only by little calculations like these that you can
form any idea of the circulation of the most popular
American newspapers, or of its influence on the opinions
and actions of American men and women.

The Sun is, and will continue to be, a newspaper which
tells the truth without fear of consequences, which gets at
the facts no matter how much the process costs, which
presents the news of all the world without waste of words
and in the most readable shape, which is working with all
its heart for the cause of honest government, and which
therefore believes that the Republican party must go, and
must go in this coming year of our Lord, 1884.

If you know The Sun, you like it already, and you will
read it with accustomed diligence and profit during what is
sure to be the most interesting year in its history. If you
do not yet know The Sun, it is high time, to get into
the sunshine.

TERMS TO MAIL SUBSCRIBERS.
The several editions of The Sun are sent by mail, post­
paid, as follows:
DAILY—50 cents a month, $6 a year; with Sunday
edition, $7.
SUNDAY—Eight pages. This edition furnishes the cur­
rent news of the world, special articles of exceptional
interest to everybody, and literary reviews of new
books of the highest merit, $1 a year.
WEEKLY—$1 a year. Eight pages of the best matter of
the daily issues; an Agricultural Department of
unqualified value, special market reports, and literary,
scientific and domestic intelligence make The Weekly
Sun the newspaper for the farmer's household. To
clubs of ten with $10, an extra copy free.

Address  L. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,
The Sun, N. Y. City.

NEVIUS & CONKLIN, D. D. S.,
DEPARTMENT.

A R S O L D  & L A N D O T T, 405 Washington St.,
Attorneys-at-Law, 719 Louisiana Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. Practice in
the District, Courts, and Court of Claims, before the Executive Depart­
ments and Committees of Congress. Special attention given to Claims of
all kinds, including Customs, Land Office Cases and Leasing Penions.

THE NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC.

The Sun Annual
FOR 1884.

NINTH YEAR

CONTENTS:
Astrological Predictions; Astronomical Calculations;
Abstinence Days; Beneden, Prof. Van; Burke O. P., The
Very Rev. Thomas N.; Calendars; Church Days and
Cycles of Time; Dude, The (Poetry); Eclipses; Fasting Days; Haydn—The Story of
his Life; Holidays of Obligation; Introduction; Ireland
(Poetry); Ingersoll; Lay of the Cactus, The (Poetry);
Law; Longfellow (Poetry); Owl, The (Poetry); Rates of
Postage; Sobieski; Testimony Worth Taking; Unseen Clock, The (Poetry); Winged Words.

Address  JOSEPH A. LYONS,
Notre Dame, Ind.

PRELUDES,
An Elegant Volume of Poems,
By MAURICE F. EGAN.
Published to Aid in the Rebuilding of Notre Dame
University.
Price, postpaid, $1.00
Address  PETER F. CUNNINGHAM & SON,
914 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.